Looking for a last minute summer internship? Rally Health is looking for **Software Engineer Interns** to join in our **DC office**.

Be a part of our vision, to inspire healthier people everyday by putting health management in people's own hands! Build features that align to our vision, solve hard technical problems and learn from others. We are working on interesting technical challenges in the areas of web performance, server scalability, online data architecture, analytics, personalization and recommendations. Our current tech stack includes Scala using the Lift and Play frameworks, MongoDB, RabbitMQ and Elasticsearch. Join an elite team of engineers and have the autonomy to architect full solutions that scale to fit our user growth.

**We offer paid internships** to new grads and any students who will graduate with a bachelor’s, master’s, or PhD degree within two years.

**Why you want to join us:**

- You have a passion in developing highly-scalable and high performant web applications that are designed for top user experience
- You want to become a Scala web framework expert using Lift and Play
- You love designing and shipping REST API's for other developers
- You want to work in a personalization and recommendation engine, you are strong in algorithms and you want to learn more about knowledge-based, collaborative and content-based filtering, similarity mapping and/or Bayes networks
- You are working on Big Data and you want to solve hard problems in that space

**Requirements:**

- Pursuing BS, MS or PhD in Computer Science or related field
- Experience with Java or C#
- Design experience, including knowledge of common design patterns and relevant libraries
- Familiarity with Scala or a strong interest to learn
- Familiarity with a NoSQL database such as MongoDB
- Experience working with RESTful APIs
- Great collaborator and team player
- Results oriented and focused on delivering on time and with quality

**And for bonus points:**

- Hands-on experience using Scala with the Lift framework
- You have some understanding of the ins and outs of document design with MongoDB
- You have experience with recommendation or personalization algorithms

Rally Health, Inc., is a consumer-centric digital health company that makes it easy for individuals to take charge of their health and wellness, working with health plans, providers, and employers to reimagine consumer health engagement. The company’s flagship offering is RallySM, a digital health platform that offers a configurable suite of solutions that help consumers manage all aspects of their health and care needs: Rally
EngageSM focuses on personalized health and wellness support; Rally ChoiceSM is a benefits marketplace; and Rally ConnectSM offers care provider search and cost transparency. More than 20 million consumers currently have access to the Rally platform through payers such as UnitedHealthcare, BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina, and thousands of employer groups.

With offices in Washington, D.C., San Francisco, Chicago, Minneapolis and Denver, the team behind Rally Health has been working together since 2010 to transform the consumer health and wellness industry. For more information, please visit www.RallyHealth.com.